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---------------------------------------------------------------------***---------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract - In the past stages the innovation has been keen
on building up the viewpoints identified with the CBIR or
substance based picture recovery framework the innovation
utilized for the P2P framework is on the web. The use of
online data access and also the extraction of the information
based on the user query is important aspect related to the
work. In peer o peer systems the user can give and extract
the image based on the available database. We consider the
searching and retrieval of information which is dispersed on
peers of a network. Our approach builds on work in
unstructured P2P systems we have used local knowledge.
The reason for using unstructured P2P systems is that, they
use the small demands based on the nodes for analyzing,
interpreting cataloging and indexing image database. The
quality of response is heavily dependent on the choice of the
method used to generate feature vectors and similarity
measure for the comparison of features we proposed an
algorithm which includes the advantages of various other
algorithms to improve the accuracy and performance of
retrieval.)

related to the content based image retrieval system the
technology used for the P2P system is online. System is
developed the online data access and also the extraction of
the information based on the user query is important
aspect related to the work. In peer o peer systems the user
can give and extract the image based on the available
database.

Fig 1.2 General Structure of CBIR in Peer to Peer
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2. RELATED WORK

1. INTRODUCTION

In [1] the author has proposed use of the content based
retrieve of the images based on contents of the image. The
system detect the basic properties of the image like color
shape texture rather than tag. The efficiency of system is
decreased due the time complexity and also due to the
large database.

The unique global infrastructure based on the
computers and also the networks creates the exciting
opportunities for the accumulating vast amounts of the
data for sharing computers resources recognized scale

In [2] the author has used the HSV color space model and
the combined features of color and also the textures. The
user has been able in achieve the higher efficiency as using
the simple but effective features. The result was
encouraging and efficient.
In [3] describes Support vector machines the learning
algorithm and also the use of the learning and the
regression algorithm has been used for the non
probabilistic linear property of SVM which will takes the
input and predict based on the pattern generated by the
system.

Fig 1.1 General CBIR Concept
We have developed the new concept of the CBIR in
P2P system buy use the multiple devices which are
connected with each other over a long distance. In past
many of the techniques has been developed the aspects
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In [4] describes the use of the features like color texture
and also the patterns for the recognition of the images
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based on the input and also the database .Generally the use
of the index and the key used in the image are takes the
keywords of the image properties. The image are extracted
fpm the image. The efficiency of the system is decreased
due t the time complexity and also due to the large
database.

Efficient retrieving Computation
The efficient retrieving of the images is to carried out after
the successful grapgh construction. They following
explains the regarding the retrieving and the
computation method.
Let H = ZD, and S = HTH,

In [5] The relevance feedback issue has been
represented in the space context list of critical issues to be
addressed during the designing the relevance of the
feedback algorithm. It is based on the concept of taking the
information from the previous relevance result and give
the input for the next query based n the user input.

Than the feature based retrieving function r ,

In[6] the author has proposed the use of the content
based retrieve of images based on the image content.
system detect the basic properties of the image like color
shape texture rather than the tag. The use of the index and
the key used in the image are takes the keywords of the
image properties. The image are extracted fpm the image.
The use of the multiple features of the image will retrieve
the images successfully.

Color Feature Extraction
Based on the color bang the image color pixels are
extracted the RGB color band has been used in the
process of color pixel extraction, this is achieved by using
the following algorithm steps.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

Fig.3.1 System Architecture

5. Experimental Results

Figure 3.1 shows the system architecture First step is to
initialize the system. Then the two system are connected.
Next step is the processing of the image then test the
connection. Once the image is processed then there is a
feature extraction. Features are extracted based on color,
shape, texture. Then both systems are analyzed. Once
analyzed results are compared .Then the images are
matched with the obtained results.

Here the image database consists of 500 images. In
which 150 image are used for testing and remaining 350
image are used for training. First of all the images are
stored in the database. Then the user has to select input
image from the testing database i.e. the query image.
Query image are display on screen once the query image
is displaced. Next step is to get the similar type of image
from the training database.

4. Implimentation Details

The features from which images are retrieved depends
on color, shape and, texture. Color feature are extracted
by using color correlogram, color moment and hsv
histogram. SVM method classify query image to relevant
image in image database which results in higher accuracy.
As peer to peer system is being used .We are using the two
systems and connecting this system by giving the IP
address of both. And the system is made online we can
give input query image on system A and load the dataset

4.1 Chromatic Graph Construction
Two issues need to be considered:
(1) The quality of the weight vector
(2) The cost of the computation.
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on same system. Once the system is being loaded we can
get the same type of images on the system B. This is how
the images are retrieved in peer to peer.
The method is found to be effective and robust, in
terms of accuracy and variety of images considered. The
accuracy of method is found to be 92.4% which is
effective and is comparable with other methods.

Fig 5.4 Result of Query Image
6. CONCLUSION
The proposed system will allow the user to recognize
and extract the system based on the features in peer to
peer systems successfully the system is based on the
image search and the content in it. When the user is giving
the input to the system than the system will perform the
feature extraction and create the features graph. Later the
image is classified based on the features and the
comparing result is displayed to the user form another
system or peer system, the predefined database of the
system.

Fig 5.1 Output image based on tag ‘rose’.
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